Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Computational argumentation is an emerging research area that has recently received increasing interest. It deals with representing and analysing arguments for controversial topics, which includes mining argument structures from large text corpora \[[@CR8]\]. A widely accepted definition for an argument is that it consists of a *claim* or a standpoint, for instance *"We should abandon fossil fuels"*, which is supported or attacked by at least one *premise*, for example *"Burning fossil fuels is one cause for global warming"* or *"Poor people cannot afford alternative fuels"* \[[@CR21]\]. The claim is the central and usually also a controversial component, which should not be accepted by the reader without further support (by premises) \[[@CR28]\].

From an information retrieval perspective, an interesting task within this setting is finding the best supporting (pro) and attacking (con) premises for a given query claim \[[@CR31]\]. This has applications in many domains, including journalism and politics, and in general is relevant for making informed decisions. By now, existing (Web) search engines like [Google]{.smallcaps} only provide the most relevant documents to the user, but cannot structure their results in terms of claims and premises. There is a relatively large body of work on how arguments can be mined from text (see \[[@CR8]\] for a recent survey). In this paper, we build upon established research on argument search engines and focus on effectively retrieving premises for a query claim from a large corpus of already mined arguments. Here, a query can be either a controversial topic (e.g. *"fossil fuels"*) or statement (e.g. *"we should abandon fossil fuels"*), and the task of the system is to retrieve a ranked list of pro and con premises for the query. Since the same logical premise can be formulated semantically similar, an argument retrieval system has to avoid retrieving duplicate results and thus needs to use some form of clustering.

Previous approaches in this area have focused on estimating the relevance of premises in combination with the corresponding claims, using [BM25F]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR30]\] for example. The novel contribution of this paper is a principled probabilistic ranking framework for premises that, given a query claim, first determines highly similar claims in the corpus, and then clusters and ranks their premises, taking clusters of claims as well as the stances of query and premises into account.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} discusses related work. Section [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} introduces necessary notation and Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} presents our probabilistic ranking framework. Section [5](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} describes details of the implementation of our framework in which we use [BERT]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR11]\] to capture the vectors of premises and applied hierarchical clustering. In Sect. [6](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} we evaluate our approach with a large corpus \[[@CR12]\] consisting of 63,250 claims and about 695,000 premises and compare it to a baseline system that uses [BM25F]{.smallcaps}. Section [7](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"} concludes the paper and discusses ideas for future work.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

Stab et al. \[[@CR27]\] present [ArgumenText]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR4]\]. Their argument retrieval system first retrieves relevant documents, then it identifies relevant arguments. We do not address the argument mining task. Our work is more similar to the work of Wachsmuth et al. \[[@CR30]\] who present [Args]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR3]\], one of the first prototypes of an argument search engine. [Args]{.smallcaps} operates on arguments crawled from five debate portals (such as [debate.org](https://www.debate.org/) and [idebate.org](http://www.idebate.org)). Given a user's keyword query, the system retrieves, ranks, and presents premises supporting and attacking the query, taking similarity of the query with the premise, its corresponding claim, and other contextual information into account. They apply a standard [BM25F]{.smallcaps} ranking model implemented on top of Lucene. In our prior work \[[@CR12]\], we build on the work of Wachsmuth et al. and systematically compared 196 methods for identification of similar claims by textual similarity, using a comparable large corpus of (claim, premise) pairs crawled from several debate portals. The results imply that matching similar claims to a query claim with Divergence from Randomness ([DFR]{.smallcaps}) \[[@CR2]\] yields slightly better results than [BM25]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR24]\]. Thus, we will make use of [DFR]{.smallcaps} to find the most similar claims to a query claim.

The work on argument quality and ranking is also a subarea addressed in the community. Habernal and Gurevych address the relevance of premises \[[@CR15]\]. They confronted users in a crowdsourced task with pairs of premises to decide which premise is more convincing. Then, they used a bidirectional [LSTM]{.smallcaps} to predict which of two given arguments is better. In a follow-up work \[[@CR14]\], they also investigate in the constitution of convincing arguments. Wachsmuth et al. \[[@CR32]\] consider the problem of judging the relevance of arguments. An overview of the work on computational argumentation quality in natural language, including theories and approaches is provided by them. Their work can be used to determine the quality of arguments and thus also for the ranking.

Reimers et al. \[[@CR23]\] deal with clustering premises. [ELMo]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR22]\] and [BERT]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR11]\] were used to classify and cluster topic-dependent arguments. They improve the baseline for both tasks but also recognise that arguments can address multiple aspects and therefore belong to multiple clusters. We build upon this work by using [BERT]{.smallcaps} to cluster claims as well as premises. As they do, we use a hard clustering algorithm and leave soft clustering algorithms for future work since this paper intends to set up the foundation and show the potential of the framework.

Problem Definition and Notations {#Sec3}
================================

We assume that we work with a large corpus of argumentative text, for example collections of political speeches or forum discussions, that has already been mined and transferred into claims with the corresponding premises and stances.

We consider the following problem: Given a controversial claim or topic, for example "*We should abandon fossil fuels*", a user searches for the most important premises from the corpus supporting or attacking it. It is important to take into account that even if different claims or premises are semantically equivalent, they will usually be formulated in different ways, so we will consider clusters of claims (and clusters of premises) with the same meaning instead of isolated claims and premises. Finding this clustering of premises and claims as well as choosing a good representative of each result cluster to show to the user are additional tasks of the system.

We will now introduce some notations used in the remainder of the paper. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A claim may come with a stance, and different claims may have different stances, even though they deal with the same topic. To see why this is important, consider the following example claims and their stances: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_4$$\end{document}$ = *"Should fossil fuels be used?"* (neutral stance). We treat claims with neutral stances as if they had a positive stance. For a query asking for *"increase usage of fossil fuels"*, supporting premises would be premises that support $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_2$$\end{document}$. Let *q* and *c* be query and claim on the same topic, then if *q* and *c* have the same stance, a premise supporting *c* will also support *q*. Also, if *q* and *c* have opposite stance, a premise supporting *c* will attack *q*. We write $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q\!\uparrow \downarrow \!c$$\end{document}$ otherwise. We further assume that all claims within the same cluster have the same stance.

Probabilistic Ranking Framework {#Sec4}
===============================

Probability of Premise Clusters {#Sec5}
-------------------------------

Given a query claim *q*, the goal is to find the best clusters of supporting and attacking premises $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$P(\pi ^- | q)$$\end{document}$ is defined analogously for attacking clusters.

To compute these probabilities, we first consider single premises and claims and extend this to clusters afterwards; we then will discuss how stances can be taken into account. We will restrict the examination to supporting premises, attacking premises are computed analogously.
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                \begin{document}$$P(p^+|q)$$\end{document}$ that the user picks the supporting premise *p* for query claim *q*. We assume the following user model: To pick a supporting premise, the user initially selects a matching claim *c* for *q* amongst all claims in the corpus with probability *P*(*c*\|*q*), and then picks a premise *p* with probability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$P(p^+|c,q)=P(p^+|c)$$\end{document}$, i.e. *p* is picked as support for *c* independently from *q*.

To include the stances of query and claims, we must consider that an attacking premise of a claim with opposite stance to the query can also be picked as a supporting premise of the query. This results in the following updated expression:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$P(p^-|c)$$\end{document}$ describing the probability that *p* is picked as an attacking premise of claim *c*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$P(q\!\uparrow \uparrow \!c)$$\end{document}$ being the probability that *q* and *c* have the same stance, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$P(q\!\uparrow \downarrow \!c)$$\end{document}$ being the probability that *q* and *c* have opposite stance.

Finally, to compute the probability of picking a premise cluster instead of a single premise, we additionally need to aggregate over all premises in the cluster; this works since premise clusters are disjoint by construction:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Estimating the Probabilities {#Sec6}
----------------------------

We now present possible estimators for each of the probabilities used in our ranking framework. While we think that these estimators are reasonable, there are clearly many other ways for their estimation, for example taking argument quality \[[@CR32]\] into account; this is left for future work.

*P*(*c*\|*q*) denotes the probability that *c* is "relevant" for query *q*, which can be estimated using standard text retrieval approaches; in our experiments, we will use Divergence from Randomness \[[@CR2]\]. Since most retrieval approaches are not probabilistic in nature, we need to recalibrate the computed scores such that their values correspond to probabilities.
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                \begin{document}$$P(p^+|c)$$\end{document}$ is the probability that *p* is chosen amongst all supporting premises of *c*. Here, we will not use textual similarity of *p* and *c* since good premises supporting or attacking a claim often have only small textual overlap with the claim. As an example, consider a user searching for premises supporting the claim "*we should abandon fossil fuels*". A good premise could be "*wind and solar energy can already provide most of the needed energy*", which does not overlap at all with the claim. Instead, we will estimate this based on two different frequency statistics: the *premise frequency* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{cf}(p^+)$$\end{document}$, which is the number of claim clusters for which premise *p* is used as support. Intuitively, we prefer premises that appear frequently within a claim cluster, and we may want to give lower weight to premises that appear within most or even all claim clusters. This is exactly the same principle used in the [tf-idf]{.smallcaps} term weight \[[@CR25]\]. We therefore use the *inverse claim frequency* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{icf}(p^+)$$\end{document}$ in a form similar to standard [idf]{.smallcaps}. Since the same "semantic" premise can appear in different textual formulations, we will consider its premise cluster instead of the actual premise when computing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{pf}(p^+,c)= | \{ p'^+\rightarrow c' : p' \in \pi (p+), c' \in \gamma (c) \} |$$\end{document}$(ii)$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{icf}(p^+)= \log \left( \frac{ | \Gamma | }{ | \{ \gamma \in \Gamma : ~ \exists p'^+ \in \pi (p), \exists c' \in \gamma ~\text {such that}~ p'^+ \rightarrow c' \} | } \right) $$\end{document}$
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} P(p^+|c)=\frac{\textit{pf}(p^+,c)\cdot \textit{icf}(p^+)}{Z} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where *Z* is a normalisation term computed as the sum of the unnormalised $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{pf}\cdot \textit{icf}$$\end{document}$ products over all candidate premises; this is not needed for ranking the premises.

Estimating the probability that two claims (or, more generally, two statements) have the same stance is a surprisingly hard problem that has not yet been solved, especially if two statements have different stances \[[@CR16]\]. We therefore omit this part of the framework in this paper and instead focus on the evaluation of the other parts, which form the core of the framework.

Implementation {#Sec7}
==============

Now we describe the concrete implementation of the framework, i.e. the clustering of claims as well as the clustering of premises.

*Clustering the Claims.* We cluster the claims in an offline operation with hierarchical clustering. For each claim, we calculate its embeddings using [BERT]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR11]\][1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}. This allowed us to create an agglomerative clustering \[[@CR17]\], i.e. a bottom-up approach[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"}. Compared to k-means \[[@CR20]\], hierarchical clustering has the advantage of not needing to provide the number of resulting clusters beforehand. In general, only few parameters are expected here, which leads to less overfitting. For example, it expects only a method to determine the distance between two vectors and a method to link clusters. For the former we have taken the often used Euclidean distance function, and for the latter the widely used average linkage method \[[@CR26]\], which calculates the mean of two clusters for connecting both. In order to determine a cutoff value for the clustering, we took the implementation of Langfelder et al. \[[@CR19]\], which produces a dynamic tree cut. Contrasting constant height cut, amongst others it is capable of identifying nested clusters.

*Clustering the Premises and Computing Results.* Since there are usually many more premises than claims, precomputing their clustering is not viable. Instead, we use an approximation that clusters relevant premises at query time. After a query claim *q* arrives in the system, the top *K* most similar claims $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R = \{ r_i | 1 \le i \le K \}$$\end{document}$ are retrieved from the corpus using Divergence from Randomness \[[@CR2]\]. At the same time, we obtain *P*(*c*\|*q*) (after normalisation). Then the corresponding claim clusters are determined and all their premises $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M'$$\end{document}$ is then constructed by adding, for each premise in *M*, its *N* most similar premises from the corpus, according to the state-of-the-art standard retrieval method [BM25]{.smallcaps}[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"}. This ensures that our premise set is large enough to compute claim frequencies. Using [BERT]{.smallcaps} embeddings again, this expanded premise set is first hierarchically clustered and then a dynamic tree cut is made.

Unfortunately, [BERT]{.smallcaps} does not support more than 512 tokens, but some premises are longer. We have thus implemented the three variants [BERT]{.smallcaps}$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$_{512}$$\end{document}$ we simply truncate a premise after 512 tokens, i.e. the embeddings only refer to the first 512 tokens of a text. With [BERT]{.smallcaps}$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$_{sw}$$\end{document}$ we utilised a sliding window, i.e. for premises with more than 512 tokens we always considered only text spans with a maximum length of 512, but always shifted the window to the right by 256 until the end of the premise in order to keep as much context information as possible. Hence, for a text *s* that has more than 512 tokens, we get $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left\lceil {\frac{|s|}{256}} \right\rceil $$\end{document}$ embeddings, of which the average is calculated pointwise at the end. With [BERT]{.smallcaps}$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$_{sent}$$\end{document}$ we determine embeddings for each sentence of a premise and finally form the average of all embeddings for a premise pointwise.

After the clustering, premise frequency and claim frequency are computed for each premise in the original set *M* as well as the final probabilities for each premise cluster. Lastly, the clusters have to be presented to the user in an adequate format. Therefore, a premise is chosen from each cluster as a representative. In our implementation, this is the premise *p* with the longest text.

Evaluation {#Sec8}
==========

Now we describe the evaluation of our approach which clusters and ranks premises with respect to given queries. First we explain the dataset and the baseline we used, then we describe the setup of the ground-truth of premise clusters and the evaluation metrics. Finally, we present the evaluation results.

Dataset and Baseline {#Sec9}
--------------------

We used the dataset of our prior work \[[@CR12]\] which consists of 63,250 claims and about 695,000 premises extracted from four debate portals. After clustering, the 63,250 claims were distributed over a total of 10,611 clusters. The average cluster size is about 6.1, the median is 5.

The final evaluation corpus in this prior work consists of triples of the form (query claim, result claim, result premise) for a total of 232 query claims which are all related to the topic "energy". Result claims are these which were identified by pooling the top five similar claims for a query claim using standard IR methods. The result premises are associated with the corresponding result claims. Using this final evaluation corpus, we randomly selected 30 query claims and extracted 1,221 individual triples. As the premises later had to be clustered manually, we made sure that the union of the result premises of all result claims for each of the 30 query claims did not exceed the number 50.

The relevance of each premise for the corresponding query claim was assessed by two annotators on a three-fold relevance scale as "very relevant", "relevant", and "not relevant". Note that the actual result claims were not shown to the assessors. The inter-annotator agreement, measured with Krippendorff's $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha $$\end{document}$ \[[@CR18]\], was 0.480 on a nominal scale and 0.689 on an interval scale, indicating that the annotation is robust. Disagreements between the annotations were discussed in order to achieve an agreement. After removing 26 triples because their premises were annotated as "spam" or "other", we obtained a final corpus $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{corp}_{\textit{eval}}$$\end{document}$ of 1,195 triples consisting of 389 very relevant, 139 relevant, and 667 not relevant premises for the 30 queries.

As a baseline system, we implemented the approach proposed by Wachsmuth et al. \[[@CR30]\] that indexes premises together with their claims and uses a [BM25F]{.smallcaps} scoring model \[[@CR24]\], giving more importance to the claim than to the premise[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"}. Since they gave no parameter settings, we use the default values 1.2 and 0.75 for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k_1$$\end{document}$ and *b*, respectively \[[@CR7]\]. As Wachsmuth et al. describe, the three fields *conclusion*, *full arguments*, and *discussion* were added to the [BM25F]{.smallcaps} method. In the field 'conclusion' we store the result claim, in the field 'full argument' the premise together with the result claim. The field 'discussion' reflects the context and contains the whole debate, i.e. the result claim and all its premises.

Ground-Truth and Evaluation Metrics {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------

In order to setup a ground-truth for our experiments, we derive a ground-truth corpus $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{corp}_{\textit{gt}}$$\end{document}$ by including only the 528 triples from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{corp}_{\textit{eval}}$$\end{document}$ where the premises were assessed either as relevant or as very relevant to the query claim.

For each of the 30 query claims, the premises of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{corp}_{\textit{gt}}$$\end{document}$ were clustered by two annotators. They were shown all result premises for a query claim, then they clustered them based on their subjectively perceived semantic similarity. One annotated, the other checked. Again, discordances were discussed in order to achieve an agreement. Please note, that the annotators were instructed to assign only premises with the same relevance level to the same (ground-truth) cluster, which also served as a pre-filter to reduce complexity.

Since we are searching for similar claims to a query claim in the first step, it is essential to know their stances in order to identify the stances of the premises to a query, so that the clustering of the premises can be divided into pros and cons. However, as it is (still) an unsolved problem to match the stance with a good probability \[[@CR16]\], we will ignore the stance in this experiment and tackle this task in future work.

For each query, the ground-truth *G* then consists of clusters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G_1, \ldots , G_t$$\end{document}$ such that each $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G_i$$\end{document}$ contains premises with the same meaning and with the same relevance level assigned by the assessors. The relevance level assigned to premises in cluster $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$rel(G_i)$$\end{document}$. We assume that the clusters are numbered such that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$rel(G_i)\ge rel(G_j)$$\end{document}$. Note that premises assessed as irrelevant are not included in any ground-truth cluster.

The user now asks for a summary of premises supporting and attacking the query claim. A good system will now retrieve, for a given query, a list of premises that (1) covers the different premises clusters in the ground-truth, (2) retrieves premises from highly relevant clusters before premises from "only" relevant clusters, and (3) does not retrieve multiple premises from the same cluster. Note that this setup is different from standard adhoc retrieval since the system must identify the various aspects of the results. It also differs from diversity-aware and novelty-aware approaches \[[@CR9]\] since the user is interested in all aspects of the query, but asks for a single representative result per aspect only.

To evaluate the quality of the retrieved results, we use a simplified variant of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha $$\end{document}$-nDCG \[[@CR10]\], which we will later extend to work with clusters as results. We consider two sub-tasks here. In Task A, the system retrieves a list of premise clusters, whereas in Task B, the system needs to additionally decide for one representative premise from each cluster to show to the user. A system that would not at all consider premise clusters, for example by indexing and searching directly at the level of premises, can solve Task B only.

We will now first explain how to evaluate Task B with a simplified variant of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha $$\end{document}$-nDCG \[[@CR10]\] where we set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha =1.0$$\end{document}$ and consider each ground-truth cluster as an information nugget. The system returns a sorted list of premises $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r_1$$\end{document}$ is the topmost result; we assume that there are no ties in the ranking (otherwise, ties will be broken arbitrarily). To compute the gain of the result at rank *i*, we first check if it appears in any ground-truth cluster; if not, its gain is 0. Otherwise, let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r_i$$\end{document}$. If no result of this cluster has appeared up to rank $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$rel(g_j)$$\end{document}$; otherwise, its gain is 0 since it does not contribute a novel aspect. As in standard nDCG, the discount for rank *i* is computed as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i\ge 2$$\end{document}$ and 1 otherwise. In the ideal gain vector needed for computing nDCG, the component at position *i* is the relevance level $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G_i$$\end{document}$, which is ideal since ground-truth clusters are ordered by descending relevance level.

To illustrate the principles of our metrics for Task B, consider the ground-truth shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The left visualises the ground-truth for a query with three clusters: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${G_1}$$\end{document}$ which is highly relevant (score 2), and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G_3$$\end{document}$ which are relevant (score 1). On the right are the premises that the system has returned, sorted by their estimated relevance. The ideal gain vector for this ground-truth is 2, 1, 1, corresponding to an ideal discounted cumulative gain of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2 + 1 + \frac{1}{\log _2(3)}\approx 3.63$$\end{document}$. The gains for the result list retrieved by the system are 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 (since duplicate results from the same cluster are assigned a gain of 0), corresponding to a discounted cumulative gain of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2 + 1 + \frac{1}{\log _2(8)}=\frac{10}{3}$$\end{document}$. The nDCG of this result list is thus (approximately) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{10/3}{3.63}=0.92$$\end{document}$.Fig. 2.Example of premise clusters with graded relevance assessments.

Task A is more difficult to evaluate since we do not have a list of premises, but of premise clusters (i.e. sets of premises); existing nDCG variants cannot be applied here since they operate on lists of documents, not clusters. To be able to apply the evaluation machinery introduced for Task B, we generate all possible result lists from the list of clusters, compute nDCG for each list, and aggregate the per-list values using either average, max, or min. If, e.g. our system returns two clusters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi _1 = \{p_1,p_2\}, \pi _2 = \{p_3,p_4\}$$\end{document}$, then the result lists $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(p_1,p_3), (p_1,p_4), (p_2,p_3), (p_2,p_4)$$\end{document}$ are generated.

Evaluation Results {#Sec11}
------------------

The results of our evaluation can be found in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the evaluation of Task B, i.e. the mean nDCG@{5,10} values for all queries. Since this process requires the selection of a representative and is difficult to decide even for humans, we have simply taken the longest premise. The table reveals that the implementation [BERT]{.smallcaps}$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$_{sw}$$\end{document}$, which calculates the premises' embeddings using the 'sliding window' method, performs best. For [BERT]{.smallcaps}$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$_{512}$$\end{document}$, the observed improvements over the baseline [BM25F]{.smallcaps} are statistically significant for nDCG\@5 (tested with Welch's *t*-test \[[@CR33]\] with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p=0.05$$\end{document}$).Table 1.The evaluation results for Task B showing the mean nDCG values for the baseline and clustering methods [BERT]{.smallcaps}$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since the baseline only returns a ranked list and not a ranked list of clusters, we interpret this list as clusters each with one entry in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. We can infer from Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} that [BERT]{.smallcaps}$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$_{sw}$$\end{document}$ has not even been fine-tuned. Moreover, the results in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} unambiguously underline the importance of clustering and even more the choice of the correct representative. If we always chose the best representative, then we always have the maximum value and vice versa. Note that the premises used in our experiment are extracted from debate portals and thus are not always premises in the sense of argumentation theory, as they often consider more than one aspect.

Conclusion and Future Work {#Sec12}
==========================

Clustering and ranking premises is a very difficult, but important task, since a user searching for premises wants them to be presented in a compact and complete format. In this paper, we made use of the idea of [tf-idf]{.smallcaps} and presented a framework for clustering and ranking premises. We used premises from debate portals, which are partially from moderated websites, and of high quality but usually very long. We showed that ranking premises by their frequency and specificity has great potential since our implementation using [BERT]{.smallcaps} and a hard clustering algorithm outperforms the baseline [BM25F]{.smallcaps} although the model was not fine-tuned and the premises actually cover many aspects, so a premise could be assigned to several clusters.

In future work we will integrate soft clustering algorithms, for which we first have to break down the premises into their individual parts (e.g. *Argumentative Discourse Units* and *Elementary Discourse Units*) \[[@CR29]\]. In addition, we will train different fine-tunings for different sentence embedding models in order to achieve better results. In our implementation, the clustering of the 695,000 premises was not precalculated, instead it was determined dynamically for a smaller subset, since this is a very computationally intensive task. Therefore, we will also precalculate the clusters of premises. To stay within the scope of this paper, we have assumed a flat hierarchy for argument graphs, where an argument consists of a claim and many premises, as they occur e.g. in debate portals. In the future we will extend our framework with more complex structures with more layers.

We use the python framework [Flair]{.smallcaps} which supports document embeddings \[[@CR1]\] and choose the pretrained model "large-uncased" where the output vectors have 4,096 dimensions.

We perform the clustering with the scripting language R and the packages [stats]{.smallcaps} and [fastCluster]{.smallcaps}.

Note that we use [DFR]{.smallcaps} to find similar claims, but not to find similar premises, because we only have a study supporting the former \[[@CR12]\]. Also, claims and premises differ in length as well as details and information \[[@CR13]\].

To implement a [BM25F]{.smallcaps} scoring model, we used the code described in \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\].
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